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Buying a Foal
3 days, 3 months and 3 years

Be wary of buying a foal! Foals are like puppies: adorable little
time wasters that can be easily spoilt, and that can grow into big,
potentially dangerous adolescents. Before you make the decision
to purchase a foal, be sure you can manage its growth, as you
are looking at three years or so before you are able to begin to
ride. Young horses develop best with companions and ideally a
mature horse to teach them respect and manners, space to move,
run and develop limbs and lungs, and periodic human interaction
that is kind but firm.

Once you have decided that bringing on a
foal is right for you, the fun begins.

PEDIGREE

Pedigree, conformation, temperament and soundness are the
basic requirements of a good performance horse.
Look at horses that are achieving successful results in their field
- pedigree for its own sake doesn’t matter unless you are a
breeder, but it is a sure way to see heritable characteristics. If
it is possible, visit the stud farm to see the type and nature of
the dam. View the sire first hand if you can, to see if he is as
impressive and personable in the flesh as in photos.

CONFORMATION

intelligent expression, an interested demeanour. Even foals that
have not been overly handled will show curiosity - be careful if
it appears really frightened or flighty. Some are friendly, some
pushy, some shy, but there will always be the odd one that will
swing around to double barrel, or bite (as opposed to very
normal foal nips).

PHYSICAL CONDITION

Don’t take physical condition for granted. An undernourished or
wormy foal may lack vivacity and look dull - a month of improved
nutrition may make this a bargain. Also be aware that maiden
mares often do not have the same quantity of milk and calm
feeding habits as older broodmares so their foals can look less
robust. These often pick up very quickly after weaning.

KNOW YOUR OWN STRONG AND
WEAK POINTS

An important rule is to know yourself - your level of riding,
experience, access to professional help, patience and time
available. Choosing a horse, especially a foal, is like dating
and looking for the right partner. I honestly think selecting the
right temperament, especially for the amateur rider, is the most
important thing. This is where talking with the breeder and
knowing the parents is invaluable.
The saying is to choose a horse, look at it at 3 days, 3
months and 3 years - it’s not a bad rule of thumb. If you
choose a foal well, you will have your young horse ready
for action, competition and pleasure, as well as the reward of
achievement.

Conformation is the mechanical structure of the horse that will
influence its soundness and athletic ability. This doesn’t always
mean beauty. Some disciplines
require that extra quality, but
the prettiness of a horse or
foal can be a distraction from
structural imperfections.
Limbs and feet are so
important. Look for good bone
in relation to the body type
and legs that are straight and
strong, not too long or short in
the pasterns. Minor deviations
from straightness are often
easily remedied in foals by
a good farrier and frequent
trims, and simply with growth.
Of more concern are offset limbs or being behind the knee.

AT LIBERTY

Look at the foal loose as well as on
a lead. You can see how it stands ideally squarely, watching, ready
to move. Watch it coming towards
you and walking away, noting if it
steps straight or if it paddles, or is
uneven, or steps short. Is its muscle
development suitable for its type and
age? This is an ideal age to see how
the neck joins the wither, length of
back, head carriage, the set of the
shoulder.
You can judge a lot from a foal’s
nature off-lead as well. Look for an

BUYING A FOAL
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By Alice Cam
Stud Manager
of Oaks
Sport Horses,
Camden NSW

EMERALD

van t’ Ruytershof

available for breeding in the 2015 season
Photo: Roz Neave The Horse Magazine

BWP approved Stallion | Chestnut | 2004
Oaks Sport Horses is pleased to offer BWP approved stallion, Emerald van
‘t’ Ruytershof to Australian breeders. Emerald is one of the current top
ional competitors with many GP wins and places with his rider Harrie
international
Smolders. This is an opportunity to breed to Europe’s best - performance,
pedigree, temperament, conformation. Emerald’s progeny are very exciting.
• Vice World
d Champion Zangersheide • Emerald had his first Grand Prix starts
in 2012 for seven top ten places • In 2013 he was first in Nations Cups at
Aachen and Gijon, and first in the Grand Prix at Lanaken and Vilamoura • In
2014 he placed 2nd in the GP of Lanaken and 2nd in the GP of CSI5* Lummen.
Lummen
Grand Veneur
Venue Du Tot
Elf 111
Venise Des Cresles
Miss Des Cresles
Capitol 1
Carthago
Perra
Lys De Darmen
Tanagra s'S' VH Darohof
Gesina VH Darohof
Le Tot De Semilly
Diamant De Semilly

Carthina Z

Emerald

Semen available for
the 2015 Season.
$2000 for 3 straws, | $3200 for 6 straws

For more information on our horses, facilities and breeding services go to oakssporthorses.com
Alice Cameron 0409 776782
Natalie Gerhard (02) 4654 5902
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Marketing Your

S

tallion
By Archer Creative

A stallion is a business investment and, as such, your stallion
should be presented to future clients in a professional manner
and promoted to achieve his full breeding potential.
As breeding season begins, it’s time to review how you market
your stallion as this can reflect in the quantity and quality
of mares he receives. Add the professional edge to your
stud and stallion promotion with these top 10 tips…
Tip 1: Determine your goals
While your focus is on marketing your stallion, your goal
is targeting mare owners. A successful marketing strategy
starts with the end in mind. Determine your goals for at
least a 12 month period.
Tip 2: Define your target market
Who are your clients and where are they looking for stallion
owners like you? By defining your target market, you can
then determine where your advertising dollars will be best spent.
Tip 3: Understand your client
It can take months or even years for a mare owner to decide on
which stallion to breed to their mare. Focus on the motivations of
mare owners in the way you market your stallion. For example,
if you’re targeting the campdrafting market, it’s crucial that you
highlight your stallion’s own career highlights and those of his
progeny to capture interest.
Tip 4: Use high quality photos
If you don’t have the equipment or know-how to take quality
photos then hire a professional. Only ever use high resolution
photos that highlight your stallion’s best features. Images of him
rolling in mud, looking too fat, too thin or anything other than
in top show condition are not ideal for creating an image of
superior breeding quality.
Tip 5: Spotlight his strengths
Your stallion’s advert and website should promote his strengths
and any notable achievements, along with information on
his progeny. After all, the successes of his progeny are the
most powerful marketing tool available to you. Mare owners
are paying for the right to own one of his progeny and their
performance are proof he can reproduce winning stock.
Tip 6: Create a quality advert
A quality advert is pivotal in attracting enquiries. Unflattering
photos and careless copy can hinder your stallion’s bookings.
A high quality photo says a thousand words, so don’t make
the mistake of filling your adverts with text. If in doubt, hire a
professional who can promote your stallion in top form.
Tip 7: Advertise your stallion frequently
Studies show a prospect may see your advert up to six times
before they act. Advertising your stallion frequently and
repeatedly is crucial in creating familiarity with mare owners.
Tip 8: Seek advertising discounts
Magazines and websites offer a discount when you advertise
over consecutive months. Use this to your advantage. They may
also offer advertorial space to regular advertisers.
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Tip 9: Promote, promote, promote
Websites, social media, events and sponsorships, contests and
giveaways - these all offer powerful and creative ways to market
your stallion. Determine where your ideal clients are looking for
stallions like yours, then use as many different ways to market
your stallion to reach as wide an audience as possible.
Tip 10: Tidy up
Create a positive first impression by presenting your facilities in
a professional manner. Keep the entrance to your property clear
and accessible, all fencing in good order and try to limit any
unnecessary mess. Mare owners are looking for well-maintained
facilities that will keep their valuable mare safe.
Conclusion
Remember, powerful marketing comes from not only promoting
your stallion during the peak of breeding season, but by keeping
his name front of mind of mare owners throughout the year by
promoting his new foals, his performance progeny and his own
performance achievements.
Don’t make the mistake of thinking that having a quality stallion
is enough to draw in enquiries. It’s up to you as a stallion owner
to promote your stallion effectively and creatively year-round to
ensure he reaches his full breeding potential and his full earning
capacity. Active promotion of your stallion requires some careful
forethought and aggressive action.
All the best for a successful breeding season!
ABOUT ARCHER CREATIVE

Sophie Barrington is the founder of Archer
Creative, a specialist marketing agency that truly
understands the equestrian industry. Their services
include copywriting, website design, graphic
design, social media, email marketing, and more.
Archer Creative aim to make marketing simple
and effective; allowing you to do what you do best - running and
enjoying your equine business.
www.archercreative.net.au or call Sophie on 0432 972 215.
Follow Archer Creative on Facebook for regular tips on marketing
an equine business.
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When is my mare
going to foal?

By: Patrick Brogan BSc BVSc MACVSc
Resident in Equine Reproduction
University of Utrecht
If you make the decision to foal your mare
at home, it can be a very anxious and
exhausting time!! I have known people
who cancel all social appointments and
are practically housebound, sometimes for
weeks at a time. This does not need to be
the case, and with a little information you
can become very good at predicting when
your mare is NOT going to foal. That’s right,
NOT going to foal, and understanding this
subtle difference refines your ability to
accurately manage your mares, minimise
sleepless nights and attend the maximum
number of foalings.
Pregnancy Duration
Mares have a huge window of what can
be considered a normal pregnancy length.
Any mare that attains 320 days gestation
is in my book at term, and I have had one
mare foal at 372 days. However, to be fair,
most mares foal between 335-345 days.
The foal determine the day of birth and
mare will determine the time, most often
at night with peak foaling before midnight
and another peak in the early dawn.
Physical Signs
The most important point of ALL is DAILY
PHYSICAL INSPECTION, preferably in the
early evening as she draws close to her
expected time. Noting how she changes
physically from day to day is extremely
useful. Some mares advance a little then
take a step back, and then all of a sudden
make a dramatic change in a day………
things are on the move!!!
If your mare does not exhibit most of the
signs indicated it is unlikely she will foal
that night.
Belly Shape
Some claim that they see a belly drop, if
you look from the front she will change from
being really barrel shaped to more pear
shaped. Also you can see a drop behind
the sternum (breastbone). Also watch for
plaques of pitting oedema on her belly,
don’t worry, it is just the weight of the foal
restricting blood return in the superficial
veins of abdominal skin. Mares can also get
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swollen legs…just like pregnant women!!
Change in Rump Shape and Tone
The hormone ‘relaxin’ is at work here. The
sacro-sciatic ligaments (on either side of
the tail) relax and you see the muscles on
either side sink, this will be more obvious
in some mares than others. I encourage
a daily rump poking and tail wriggling
session to see how soft the tail region is
becoming, and as I say to my students “If
it is like a 70’s water bed……she’s close!”.
At this stage, attention to vulval relaxation
is also valuable. In the final days most
mares will exhibit significant lengthening of
their vulva and smoothing of skin wrinkles in
the folds of skin on either side.
Udder Development
I have had clients ring in tears telling me
their mare is aborting because she has
udder development six weeks out from
their due date. OK, significant udder
development and real milk is a cause for
concern, but many well-fed or fat mares
will begin developing an udder and may
have watery, clear to milky fluid that can
be normal from six weeks before their due
date. Initial udder development starts with
firming and swelling above the nipples, but
the upper portion close to the abdomen
is still pretty empty and soft. As they get

closer, the whole udder enlarges BUT is soft
and pliable. Most mares will ‘wax’, that is
beads of colostrum (first milk) that can be
seen sticking to the nipple. Some mares
will even run milk, always check the hind
fetlocks, if they are muddy and dirty on an
otherwise dry day, perhaps the mare has
run milk on her legs!
Checking the udder, for me, is most reliable
to know when to start taking milk samples to
refine further foaling prediction and when
to put on/in the birth alarm. It can change
drastically even through the course of one
day. Again, rapid change is an indication
of approaching foaling.

TAKE HOME POINTS

It is how they change from
one day to the next
RELY ON MILK VALUES!!!
If it’s a maiden mare then beware!

Test

Change Seen

Time to birth

Sodium /
Potassium
Inversion

Sodium decreases,
Potassium increases
and becomes higher
than sodium

Usually 5 days give Sample to vet - an
or take
expensive option if
repeated often

Calcium Rise

Sharp Rise

Last 2-3 days,
sometimes within
hours

Foal watch test kit moderate cost for 25
tests

Sugar content
of milk
(Patrick
recommends this)

Early milk has
5-10% sugar, as birth
approaches will jump
to 20% or more

Last days.
20% Average
colostrum
30% Good
colostrum

Brix refractometer Buy online moderate
cost but once off

Last 36-48 days

Cheapest - from chemist
Urine pH test strips
between 6-8

pH of Milk
pH of early milk 7.6
(Patrick
or, as drops below 7
recommends this)

Cost/Ease

Leading the way in Equine Reproduction
Modern well-equipped practise catering for all
aspects of veterinary care
P: 9397 1114
138 Blair Road Oakford WA 6121
E: oehvets@bigpond.com
www.oakfordequinehospital.com.au

• specialist breeding barn with indoor jump dummy
• semen analysis equipment inc nuclear counter • artificial
insemination fresh, chilled & frozen • embryo transfer
• foaling down • 24hr emergency care • wireless digital
X-Ray, 3m videoscope • all facets of equine veterinary care
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Pregnancies
powered by
Pegasus
®

Pegasus users Have the Peace of Mind of :
A premium quality, Equine feed designed to meet the nutritional needs
of growing and breeding horses
Formulated by the experts at KER, based on the latest research
Fortified vitamins and minerals including Natural Vit E, Organic
Chromium and Yeast culture
One convenient pellet reduces wastage and saves time in mixing feeds

Made in WA for WA conditions
Technical expertise in design of practical, cost effective feed programs
or solving nutrition related problems
Contact us for free Nutrition advice pegasus@milne.com.au or 0429 107 790.
www.milne.com.au
®

Food for horses that fly

